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widi is an expert music recognition software for detecting melodies in audio recordings. it allows you
to record the audio file and transcribe the recorded audio into midi format. it provides you an option
to listen the audio file in order to check whether it is the right file for conversion or not. you can also
set the file in order to save on your hard drive and convert it. you can also enable to save the
uncompressed audio file of unlimited length and watch the sound level as you record. widi gives the
option to choose the silence threshold value according to the quality of audio file. in this regard you
can set the minimum silence of the audio file. so this program will convert a silent audio file into an
mp3 file. widi music recognition system pro provides you the option to save the audio file on your
hard drive and convert it into any other format. you can choose any format according to your need
like mp3, aiff, wav, or midi. you can also export it into wav and mp3 files with the help of this
software. in order to be able to identify songs, widi recognition system professional uses a
recognition algortihm that analyzes characteristics of an audio signal, such as its duration, timbre,
tempo and other parameters, as well as the pitch of audio elements. the recognition algortihm uses
the following information to identify audio files: detects the length of song; detects the tempo of
song; detects the pitch of audio elements; detects the duration of each audio element. wave files
can be recognized with widi as they record the sound perfectly, and are the ootnest of recognizng,
but mp3 is recnnotated in widi recognition system professional, so it doesn't haqve to be wav.
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